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TRANSIENCE, FRAGMENTATION, AND FRUIT:
MODERNIZING VANITAS STILL LIFE PAINTINGS

Angela Faustina Kramer

New College of Florida, 2009

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to reinterpret still life  vanitas paintings and prints for the 

twenty-first century through the context of abstracted fruit pulp. Depicting fragments of 

fruit pulp allows for the exploration of contemporary formal and aesthetic qualities  like 

color and close up images while still maintaining a connection with the historical paint-

ings through similar source imagery, which served as symbolic reminders of the ephem-

erality of life and the futility of pleasure. In some ways my paintings and prints more dir-

ectly correlate to the body than traditional  vanitas paintings because the deconstructed 

fruit fragments more readily suggest viscera than still life objects. 

The inspiration for the project is fruit pulp that has been photographed as a way to 

preserve the fruit’s original colors, textures, and viscosity. It is important the image is 

cropped close to the fruit and that the fruit appears to continue off the page as a way to 

make the content appear scaleless. The photograph itself is altered in the painting process, 

either through exaggerating its physical appearance or through editing and elimination. 

The latter tends to give the pieces a greater sense of dislocation, isolation, and abstrac-

tion, especially when the background of the image is removed. This process highlights 
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the visceral qualities of the fruit, making them constantly relate back to the body and its 

frailty. Although the fruit fragments are not always immediately recognizable, their or-

ganic, delicate forms obviously reference organic life.

Historically, this body of work draws on artists who create  vanitas and still life 

painting, close-up images of fruit, and organic forms. The artists who have inspired my 

work and creative process are those who work with  vanitas and still life painting from 

1600 to  1900, like European and American painters Juan Sanchez Cotan,  Jacques de 

Gheyn the Younger,  Balthasar  van der  Ast,  and Severin Roesen;  the fruit  and flower 

paintings of Georgia O’Keeffe; the produce images of photographer Edward Weston and 

painter Janet Fish; and from a formal standpoint, contemporary American painter Alexan-

der Ross’s organic formations.

Kim Anderson
Fine Arts
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Introduction

This collection of work serves to reinterpret European vanitas still life paintings 

from the seventeenth to late nineteenth centuries. Vanitas paintings are realistic depictions 

of objects that suggest the insignificance of earthly pleasures, brevity of life, and cer-

tainty of death. Such objects, known as memento mori, include skulls, soap bubbles, gil-

ded plates, cut flowers, and fruit. The type and condition of the fruit indicated if the paint-

ing had either  secular  or  religious significance.  Pierre  Skira  makes the claim in  Still 

Lives: A History  that whole, exotic fruit like citrus suggests secular wealth and vanity 

while rotting, native European fruit such as apples represents religious values that have 

gone astray.1 

The paintings and prints created for this thesis concentrate not on whole fruit but 

fragments of fruit pulp. The shapes of the fragments reference viscera, biology, and sci-

entific practices, while their often delicate depiction mirrors life’s frailty. The size of the 

paintings and prints also physically relate to the body through scale. As a way to align 

myself more with humanist vanitas paintings rather than religious ones, only fruits native 

to Asia and the Americas are depicted,  such as cactus pear,  citrus,  pomegranate,  and 

mango. 

In this collection there are two types of paintings - those with specific, visceral 

backgrounds and those with open backgrounds. Paintings with fruit backgrounds suggest 

specific glimpses into a visceral interior, like an abdominal cavity. In the latter set of 

paintings, the fruit fragments float within the canvas, usually against a complimentary 

1  Pierre Skira, Still Life: A History (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1989), 89-90.
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colored background. This type of isolation highlights the forms, which in turn highlight 

their biological references such as intestinal tracts, neurons, and blood clots. It also brings 

explicit suggestions of science to the paintings by referencing microscope slides and dis-

secting plates. Ultimately in this exhibition, my own exploration in how to convey rein-

terpreted vanitas paintings is evident, from the original monochromatic paintings that fo-

cus predominantly on form to the more recent paintings that play more with scale, color, 

and negative space.

Like the latter set of paintings, the five prints incorporated into this body of work 

also float within the space, this time on the bare paper they were printed on. Although the 

paintings have variations in scale and shape, the size of the prints remain uniform to em-

phasize variations in scale within the prints themselves. Scale is instead explored com-

positionally in the set of  Pomegranate prints, where the fruit fragments appear success-

ively larger in each print. Enlarging the fragments again references microscopes.

Overall,  this  thesis  illustrates how the concept  of  vanitas paintings was trans-

formed from melancholy images heavily loaded with symbolic memento mori to cropped, 

close-up images of fragments of fruit pulp in bright color palettes often more explicitly 

relate to the human body than their traditional counterparts.

Historically, my work draws on artists who work with vanitas and still life paint-

ing  from 1600  to  1900,  like  European  and  American  painters  Juan  Sanchez  Cotan, 

Jacques de Gheyn the Younger, Balthasar van der Ast, and Severin Roesen; the fruit and 

flower paintings of Georgia O’Keeffe; the produce images of photographer Edward West-
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on  and  painter  Janet  Fish;  and  formally,  contemporary  American  painter  Alexander 

Ross’s organic forms.
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Intentions

For centuries still life  vanitas paintings served as reminders of death. Latin for 

“emptiness,” the skulls, clocks, flowers, and fruit that were incorporated into the paint-

ings forced the viewer into considering the transience of life, often with religious con-

notations. In many theologies, food (and fruit in particular) is used to represent material 

lusts.2 The purpose of this thesis is to reinterpret still life vanitas paintings and prints for 

the twenty-first century through the context of abstracted fruit pulp. Concentrating on 

isolated fragments of fruit pulp allows for a contemporary interpretation of the concept 

while addressing the direction of recent formal and aesthetic trends in painting. Thematic-

ally, different subjects are also addressed in my work, including the relationship between 

food and the body as well as contemporary cultural  and technological associations re-

garding instantaneous information. 

Vanitas paintings serve as reminders for the insignificance of ‘earthly delights,’ 

brevity of life, and certainty of death. Traditionally, this is accomplished through con-

notations of the objects depicted. The same is true of my work despite the abstraction, 

ambiguous forms, and singular subject matter (fruit pulp) in my interpretation. The isola-

tion of unusually shaped fruit pieces often directly relates to life because of its sugges-

tions of viscera and microcosmic organisms. At the same time, the pulp’s often delicate 

portrayal mirrors life’s frailty. Each piece also corresponds to the body through physical 

scale by roughly relating to an average person’s height,  arm span, or shoulder width. 

2  Kenneth Bendiner, Food in Painting: From the Renaissance to the Present (London: Reaktion Books 
Ltd., 2004), 205. 
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Such characteristics make the relationship between my work and futility of preserving the 

organic difficult to escape. 

Unlike traditional vanitas still life paintings that incorporate several different ob-

jects into the composition, only fruit is used in this body of work. Grandeur is tradition-

ally expressed in  vanitas paintings as precious metals,  jewels,  trophies,  and imported 

foods. The different types of fruit included in my compositions directly relates to the van-

itas philosophy of the inconsequentiality of wealth and pleasure. However, the tropical 

fruits that are depicted in this body of work, like pineapple, grapefruit, pomegranate, or-

ange, and cactus pear, still have lingering connotations of exoticism and affluence in con-

temporary American society. Interestingly, although the concept of vanitas still life paint-

ing was developed in Europe, the fruits portrayed are native to Asia and the Americas.3 

Formally, my execution of the concept differs significantly from more orthodox 

still life and vanitas paintings. Most notably is the removal of fruit from the domestic and 

commercial realm of consumption, which is borrowed from the painter Georgia O’Keeffe 

and photographer Edward Weston. The close up, cropped imagery removes the objects’ 

environment, which abstracts the image. My exaggerated interpretation offers a sense of 

dislocation to the viewer; whether the painting has a distinct background or is floating in 

an insubstantial  environment,  the content’s location consistently appears alien and re-

mote.  Likewise,  the differentiation used from traditional  vanitas color palettes is also 

striking. The use of bright colors instead of muted, somber triadic palettes also updates 

the concept. Although the formal characteristics between my work and conventional van-

3    Ceryl E. Martin, and Mark Wasserman, Latin America and its People (New York: Pearson Education 
Inc., 2005), 65, 126-7.
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itas paintings differ significantly, both types of paintings do contain an enigmatic ambi-

ence to them because of the ambiguous way the fruit is portrayed.

Due to the ephemeral nature of the work, other themes can be derived from my 

paintings and prints  as well.  Globalization and international  trade began a disconnect 

between food and the body, which parallels the disassociation between my source materi-

al and the viewer’s knowledge of it. The disconnect between food and the body has been 

seen in urban America where foodstuff as simple and unprocessed as fruit must be pro-

duced miles, countries, or even oceans away. As fruit is often cultivated so far from its in-

tended consumer, the relationship between what we are and what we eat is strained. My 

artwork explores this disconnect by creating visual comparisons between food and the 

visceral. 

The ambiguous configurations of the fruit and their scaleless quality also contain 

references to  the organic,  whimsical,  microcosmic,  and macrocosmic,  often simultan-

eously. This suggests how easy instant information access in contemporary American cul-

ture has become due to the accessibility of the internet. The movement and congestion 

felt in the more crowded paintings and prints also reflect this idea.
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Process

The ephemeral nature of life is symbolized in my contemporary vanitas paintings 

and prints as leftover fruit. First delicately ripped apart, juiced, and eaten, often all that 

remains behind is glistening fruit rind and pulp. Photographing the final form the fruit 

takes before it is discarded allows me to capture its visceral, seductive, and slightly grot-

esque details without eliciting the immediate rot and dehydration that naturally occurs. 

Digital photography also allows me to explore and exploit the consequences of the pro-

cess, such as cropped imagery, compressed space, and distorted relationships between the 

foreground and background. These formal devises distort my images and complicate the 

relationship between viewer and image through the increased ambiguity. 

The photographic process is beneficial for cropping images in a way that height-

ens organic, visceral qualities, which aids in relating them to the body. By cropping the 

images a sense of scaleless-ness is achieved, which further reinforces their equivocality. 

Another important aspect to these images is the implication that the form of the fruit con-

tinues off the page. Both these actions reference the photographic process that I start with 

and diverges with more traditional still life vanitas paintings. 

It is important to note that although my image-making process always begins with 

fruit, the source imagery is heavily manipulated in the actual painting process. While the 

specific process with each image is different, distinguishing characteristics of every fruit 

are augmented slightly to change or enhance its  densities,  sizes,  colors,  and textures. 

These changes make the  paintings and prints appear more visceral.
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  Along with more traditional components of my work, vinyl is also used, which is 

often painted on both sides. I  feel  the transparency and slick texture of the synthetic 

material  challenges  the  more  organic  aspects  of  my  images.  Despite  the  potential 

competition, both the image and the material can be interpreted as sensual, which some of 

the gestural marks of paint tend to reinforce. 

As my work progresses I have begun to interpret my images more through a sense 

of dislocation and abstraction.  By editing my own images I  hope to reinforce certain 

conceptual and compositional components. Georgia O'Keeffe once said, “ It is only by 

selection, by elimination, by emphasis that we get to the real meaning of things.”4 The 

further  fragmentation  of  specific  portions  of  fruit  viscera  increases  the  amount  of 

negative space in a piece. This action ultimately creates a heavier sense of detachment 

and isolation within an image, which echoes many traditional vanitas still life paintings 

that focus on sparse objects of significance to illustrate notions of impermanence.

The titles of my pieces are a way of linking the idea of modernizing vanitas still 

life  paintings  to the viewer.  Most  traditional  vanitas paintings  have simple titles  like 

“vanitas”  and “still life” or explicitly state what is depicted in the piece. In this vain I 

have named my paintings after the fruits they depict. The numbers that follow catalogue 

the  number  of  times  that  specific  fruit  has  been  depicted  in  the  thesis  in  the  same 

medium, while the second number in parenthesis indicates my own way of recording my 

artistic developments chronologically.

4 Stuhlman, 22.
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Historical Analysis

This  body of  work draws on artists  who create  vanitas and still  life  painting, 

close-up images of fruit, and organic forms. The artists who have inspired my work and 

creative process are those who work with  vanitas and still  life painting from 1600 to 

1900, like European and American painters Juan Sanchez Cotan, Jacques de Gheyn the 

Younger,  Balthasar van der Ast, and Severin Roesen; the fruit and flower paintings of 

Georgia O’Keeffe; the produce images of photographer Edward Weston and painter Janet 

Fish; and from a formal standpoint, contemporary American painter Alexander Ross’s 

organic formations.

Since antiquity fruit has been incorporated into still lifes. The depiction of fruit in 

still lifes significantly declined in popularity in the Middle Ages because of the religious 

turn  artwork  had  taken.  Its  popularity  was  renewed  at  the  dawn of  the  seventeenth 

century, which is credited with the first modern still lifes. This was an ongoing result of 

the  revival  of  education  and interest  in  science  that  was  caused  by the  Renaissance. 

During this  century,  Dutch artists also revived the ancient Greek still  life tradition of 

trompe l'oeil or “fool eye,” which contain very realistic imagery in order to trick the 

viewer into thinking the painting is three-dimensional. Juan Sanchez Cotan depicts fruit 

and  produce  in  this  style  in  his  piece  Still  Life  with  Quince,  Cabbage,  Melon,  and 

Cucumber,  c. 1602. (See Fig. 1.) Though sparse, this is a rather unusual image for this 

period because, like my own work, the interior of the melon is depicted.5 Some of my 

5    Sybille Ebert-Schifferer, Still Life: A History (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., 1998), 78.
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Fig. 1. Juan Sanchez Cotan, Still Life with Quince, Cabbage, Melon, and Cucumber, c. 1602. Oil 
on canvas, 27” by 33.25”. San Diego Museum of Art, California.

own work better reflects these earlier decorative still life paintings, which focus on only a 

few objects in great detail, rather than later still life paintings that present wide ranges of 

objects and their environments.6

Similar to conventional still life paintings of the period, vanitas still life paintings 

realistically depict objects in a shallow depths of field, often in or near a wall niche. This 

style of painting also became popular during the seventeenth century, in which still lifes 

of earthly pleasures were coupled with reminders of life's brevity and were often heavily 

loaded with religious overtones. These reminders, also referred to as memento mori, often 

included skulls, hour glasses, and increasingly excessively large or rotting fruit,7 which 

6     Ibid., 86.
7  During the Age of Exploration in the sixteenth century, pineapples, papayas, tomatoes, peppers, and 

other fruit were brought from the Americas to Europe as delicacies for the wealthy. Although Europe 
began  growing  these  plants  quickly  after  they  were  brought,  they  still  held  an  exotic  allure  with 
connotations of affluence. See Reay Tannahill, Food in History (New York: Stein and Day Publishers, 
1973), 241-1. 
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Fig. 2. Jacques de Gheyn the Younger, Vanitas, 1603. Oil on wood panel, 32.5” by 21.25”. The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

held heavy religious connotations of the insubstantiality of secular decadence. Though it 

was not unusual for  memento mori objects  to be incorporated into still  life paintings 

before the seventeenth century, it was only during this period that the entire content of a 

painting was dedicated to these ideas. European religious conflicts like the Thirty Years 

War, Protestant Reformation, and Catholic Counter Reformation helped bring this style of 

painting into popularity,  though there are examples of non-religious European  vanitas 

paintings from this century as well. 8  

The earliest known independent vanitas still life was painted by Jacques de Gheyn 

the Younger in a humanistic environment. The artist and his intellectual circle attempted 

to revive the Hellenistic philosophy of Stoicism in which the development of self-control 

allows  oneself  to  overcome  destructive  emotions.  In  Gheyn’s  case,  this  relates 

8  Simon Schama, The Embarassment of the Riches: An Interpretation of Dutch Culture in the Golden 
Age (New York: Random House, Inc., 1987), 160-2.
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specifically to the futility of greed and vanity. In Vanitas, 1603, the portrayed skull, coins, 

Fig. 3. Balthasar van der Ast, Still Life with Fruit and Flowers, c. 1620-21. Oil on panel, 15.75" 
by 27.5". Rijksmuseum, The Netherlands.

and cut flower are secondary symbols to the reflective soap bubble that dominates the 

painting. (See Fig. 2.) The floating bubble symbolizes homo bulla or humanity because 

symbolically it quickly disappears like the fleeting form, though Gheyn’s appears much 

more substantial and solid than a mere soap bubble. Objects suggestive of earthly delights 

- war trophies, a crown and scepter, and glasses - are echoed on its surface. 

Similiarly, Balthasar van der Ast's Still Life with Fruit and Flowers, c. 1620-1, at 

first  appears  to  contain  beautiful  flowers  and  ripe  fruits.  (See  Fig.  3.)  Upon  closer 

inspection, however, it becomes apparent that rot and insects run rampant in the scene. 

Rotting fruit in vanitas paintings tends to hold the heavier religious significance of moral 

decay and usually features Europe’s native fruits like apples and grapes. Intact fruit, on 

the other hand, suggests wealth and ostentatious behavior and is often imported exotics 
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Fig. 4. Severin Roesen's Still Life with Fruit, c. 1860. Oil on canvas, 40 1/16” by 50 1/8”. The 
Brooklyn Museum, USA.

like citrus and pineapple.9

Ironically, many of the Dutch and German immigrants helped revive the still life 

as  a  symbol  of  wealth  and grandeur  in  nineteenth  century America.  Lavish  still  life 

paintings filled with exotic fruits, flowers, and interior decorations became a popular way 

to decorate homes and display prosperity. In Severin Roesen's  Still  Life with Fruit,  c. 

1860,  the  overwhelming  amount  of  earthly  luxuries  gives  the  viewer  a  sense  of 

overabundance  and  affluence.10 (See  Fig.  4.)  This  trend  of  depicting  the  inanimate 

continued into the twentieth century as the chaos, destruction, and pessimism of World 

War I and II shifted artistic focus away from the figure and towards the inanimate and 

abstract.

The development of the photographic process greatly transformed the depiction of 

inanimate objects. Close-up and cropped images became a popular way to direct a 

9   Skira, 89-90. 
10 Wolfgang Born, Still Life Painting in America (USA: Kessinger Publishing Company, 2005), 22.
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Fig. 5. Georgia O'Keeffe, Abstraction White Rose, 1927. Oil on canvas, 36” by 30”. The Georgia 
O’Keeffe Foundation.

viewer’s focus in a painting. Georgia O'Keeffe gained popularity through the marriage of 

abstraction and representation by using these devices in her paintings of familiar objects 

from the  1920s  onward,  most  particularly  those  depicting  flowers.  (See  Fig.  5.)  For 

O’Keeffe, the importance of art lay in “creat[ing] an equivalent for what [she] felt about 

what [she] was looking at – not cop[ying] it.”11 In O'Keeffe's painting Black Iris, 1926, 

for example, the magnified image forces the viewer to confront the ephemeral qualities of 

the blossom that might otherwise be overlooked.12 (See Fig. 6.) The looser brushstrokes 

and cropped imagery would make both these pieces somewhat cryptic if not for their 

direct titles, which make them more accessible to the viewer. 

Many critics saw overtly sexual content and cultural criticisms in this series of her 

11 Jonathan Stuhlman and Barbara Buhler Lynes, Georgia O'Keeffe: Circling Around Abstraction, (West 
Palm Beach, Fla: Norton Museum of Art, 2007), 26.

12 Ibid., 44-5.
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Fig. 6. Georgia O'Keeffe, Black Iris, 1926. Oil on canvas, 36” by 29 7/8”. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, New York.

work even though the  artist  vehemently denied  such  interpretations.13 The  opposition 

critics felt towards her stated intentions is not entirely surprising when one considers the 

contemporary cultural  implications of  her  subject:  “woman as a  ravenous,  destroying 

'flower of evil.”14 Bram Dijkstra, a recent critic of O'Keeffe's, best interprets the artist's 

intentions in their contemporary cultural framework:

O'keeffe's  claim -  that  in  painting  her  close-ups  of  flowers,  all  she 
intended to do  was to paint close-ups of flowers - may therefore not 
necessarily reveal the whole of her purpose, but it certainly remains its 
core. By focusing strictly on the beauty of the flower as part of the 
natural world, by delineating the visual music of the its lines, and by 
trying  to  capture  the  emotive  complexity  of  its  unfolding  petals, 
O'Keeffe tried to reclaim the flower from the hothouse of obsessive 
cultural symbolism to which it had been confined.15

13  Roxana Robinson, Georgia O'Keeffe: A Life (New York: Harper & Row, 1989), 177-9.
14 Bram Dijkstra, Georgia O'Keeffe and the Eros of Place (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 

1998), 222-3.
15 Ibid., 227.
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Fig. 7. Georgia O'Keeffe, Apple Family - 2, 1920. Oil on canvas, 8 1/8” by 10 1/8”. The 
Georgia O’Keeffe Foundation.

O’Keeffe also spent time painting fruits and plants along with her flowers.  (See 

Fig. 7.) Like much of her other work, the forms are isolated from their environments. The 

artists  depictions  of  fruit  are  cropped,  crowded compositions  reminiscent  to  my own 

paintings, although O’Keeffe painted only the exterior of the fruit. By forcing her viewer 

to confront close up images of familiar but ephemeral objects, O’Keeffe also forced her 

viewers to confront the transience of life.

Between  1927  and  1930,  the  photographer  Edward  Weston  photographed 

vegetables,  most  notably cabbages  and peppers,  as  his  subjects  within the context  of 

innovative sill lifes. By utilizing natural light the artist was able to accentuate the lavish 

textures of the vegetable's sculpture-like forms and transform them from rather common 

food items into sensual, fleshy images that make the viewer question his relationship to 

them.16 In Pepper, 1930, the photographer transforms a common vegetable into a massive 

16  Edward Weston and Nancy Wynne Newhall, The Photographs of Edward Weston, (New York: The 
Museum of Modern Art, 1946), 12.
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Fig. 8. Edward Weston, Pepper, 1930. Photographic print, 9 7/16" by 7 1/2".  
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, United States.

form that  has  the  muscularity  of  a  human  torso. (See  Fig.  8.)  In  this  way,  Weston, 

somewhat like myself, refocused the significance of the still life from complex depictions 

of  opulence  to  the  transformation  of  simple  objects  into  human-like  forms.  Weston 

approached his art an innovative manner: “Anything that excites me for any reason, I will 

photograph;  not  searching  for  unusual  subject  matter,  but  making  the  commonplace 

unusual.” 17 

Like her artistic predecessor Edward Weston, Janet Fish also strives to create the 

extraordinary out of the ordinary through still lifes of fruit. Her realistic artwork of these 

subjects  began  as  painting  exercises  but  ultimately  led  to  a  new  style  of  American 

painting. Fish's earlier works, like Small Red Pepper, 1968, reflect the era in which they 

were painted through the severe close-up of the fruit, sparseness of the background and 

simplistic treatment of the paint .(See Fig. 9.) The artist’s exploration with her subject 

17 Edward Weston, “Daybooks,” in Photography in Print, ed. by Vicki Goldberg (USA: University of New 
Mexico Press, 1988), 312.
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Fig. 9. Janet Fish, Small Red Pepper, 1968. Oil on canvas, 20” by 20”. Private collection.

matter greatly reflects my own:

At first, they were like landscape, things designed to create space... Then I 
began to start to define painting in them. I took a reductive approach, which 
was really what was in the air anyway. So I started taking out and taking out, 
to find what really did interest me... And then I started to expand them in size, 
because I decided it wasn't what was around them that I was interested in; it 
was what was happening in the form. So I started to enlarge those things and 
make them the whole focus.18

Later  in  her  career,  Fish  began  to  incorporate  the  plastic  packaging  that  often 

accompanies fruit in grocery stores. (See Fig. 10.) These large-scale paintings allude to 

consumption and relate artificiality to the organic. 

Although divergent in concept, my process of art-making seems to most coincide 

with the rather straightforward method of the American contemporary painter Alexander 

Ross. The artist creates his uniquely organic paintings and murals by sculpting small, 

jade-colored  pieces  of  plasticine  and  then  greatly  enlarging  them  through  the 

photographic process. The final forms of the artist's work have an impression of being

18 Vincent Katz,  Janet Fish: Paintings (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2002), 19-20.
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Fig. 10. Janet Fish, Two Lemon Boxes A&P, 1971.
 Oil on canvas, 72” by 36”. Private collection.

both internal and have an impression of being both internal and cosmic concurrently. (See 

Fig. 11.) Although the content of Alexander Ross's pieces differs with my own, the color 

palettes and perceived flatness of my painting of a lime is reminiscent to many of his 

paintings and prints. (See Fig. 20.)

Ross  expands  upon  this  sense  of  the  enigmatic  through  each  piece's 

straightforward, sky blue background and impression of continuation off the canvas. The 

artist,  like  myself,  additionally  embraces  the  optical  effects  that  occur  during  the 

photographic  process,  including  double  exposure  and  the  tendency  to  flatten  his 

originally  three-dimensional  image.19 These  consequences  coupled  with  the  often 

disorienting  scale  Ross  uses  serve  to  further  alienate  his  unusual  images,  which  can 

simultaneously  be  read  as  microcosmic  and  macrocosmic,  organic  and  synthetic, 

figurative and abstract. (See Fig. 12.) The invented form and dynamic space Ross creates 

also references the idea of instantaneous information in contemporary American culture
19 Robert Storr, “Warts and All: The art of Alexander Ross” ArtForum International, September 2003.
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Fig. 11. Alexander Ross, Untitled, 1997. Oil on canvas, 54” by 46”.

Fig. 12. Alexander Ross, Untitled, 2004. Oil on canvas, 96" by 85". Private collector.

through suggestions of geographical and topographical and synthetic and organic forms, 

which alludes to the visuals used in news broadcasts on the internet and television shows. 

This  is  also  an  underlying  theme  in  my  own  paintings  and  prints.20 This  sense  of 

20 Sussman, Elisabeth, et. al. Remote Viewing: Invented Worlds in Recent Painting and Drawing. New 
York: The Whitney Museum of Art, 2005.
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ambiguity and alienation is reiterated by the artist's unwillingness to title his pieces.21

21 Storr, Ibid.
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Work Description and Analysis

Fig. 13. Angela Faustina, Pumpkin (14), 2007. Oil on canvas, 9” by 12”.
Oil on Canvas

By reinterpreting vanitas still life paintings and prints for the twenty-first century 

through fruit pulp, this body of work assumes distinctly visceral and enigmatic qualities. 

The first oil painting in this body of work is  Pumpkin (14),  2007.  (See Fig. 13.) The 

analogous color palettes of reds and oranges depicts an overwhelmingly warm cavity full 

of delicate, sinewy material that automatically read as viscera. The source material for the 

image, the interior of a pumpkin, is most easily read in this small painting because it is 

the only work in this collection that contains discernible seeds. Although Pumpkin (14) is 

a shallow painting, a greater depth of field is implied in its left side through shadow and 

greater temperature shifts. 

Themes of transience and viscera are further explored in the oil painting Mango I  

(24), 2008. (See Fig. 14.) This piece is similar to the previous painting because of its 
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Fig. 14. Angela Faustina, Mango I (24), 2008. Oil on canvas, 12” by 12”.

analogous color palettes and lack of middle-ground. The central, diagonal form in the 

center  of  the  image is  reminiscent  of  a  tangled  web of  tendons  or  tissue,  while  the 

painting’s small highlights give the paint a wet, viscous quality to the form’s surface. 

Like my other large paintings,  Cactus  Pear (62),  2009, also has a distinct  alien 

landscape feeling. (See Fig 15.) This is perhaps a consequence of the red-purple forms of 

the  cactus  pear  fruit  reminiscent  of  cosmic  stalactites  and  stalagmites  that  are 

predominant in the painting, though the varied shapes and sizes of the fragments make 

the space unidentifiable. They are set on surprising light green background that creates a 

tension between the colors in the painting. The absence of a middle ground furthers this 

tension  by exploiting  the  unfamiliar,  as  do  the  stylized  highlights  on  the  fragments. 

Unlike in most of my prints, the density and solidity in most of the forms in this painting 

(especially those that border the edge of the canvas) appear to sit within the canvas rather 
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Fig. 15. Angela Faustina, Cactus Pear (62), 2009. Oil on canvas, 60' by 66”.

than float on it. (See Figs. 19 - 21.)

This  series  of  three  oil  paintings  based  off  of  fragments  of  grapefruit  appear 

delicate,  flimsy,  and internal.  (See Figs.  16,  17,  and 18.)  Two paintings  portray pulp 

fragments floating in an ephemeral space while the third conveys a complete visceral 

environment similar to my first painting. (See Fig. 17.) The square canvases specifically 

reference a microscope slide, which lends heavier scientific connotations to the works, 

including microbes and bacteria on a microscope slide or dissecting plate. 

Grapefruit  I (64), 2009,  parallels  Cactus  Pear (62) in  both  palettes  and 

arrangement but is very different in its approach to paint handling. (See Figs. 16 and 15.) 

Unlike  the  suggestions  of  solidity and substantiality depicted  in  the  larger  piece,  the 

smaller piece was approached more delicately to reference flimsiness and fragility. The 

light pinks of the paint tend to suggest flesh floating flesh that create a tension with the 

sea foam green color of the background. Grapefruit I (64) also introduces fruit fragments 
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Fig. 16. Angela Faustina, Grapefruit I (64), 2009. Oil on canvas, 24” by 24”.

with soft  edges, which is also incorporated into the other two paintings in the series. 

Grapefruit  II  (65),  2009, has strongly cavernous and visceral  connotations which are 

sometimes  reinforced,  like  by  its  red  and  purple  color  palettes,  and  sometimes 

undermined, like by the more geometric, crystal-like formations in the foreground. (See 

Fig. 17.) Ultimately the large, intestinal forms that dominate the top of the painting relate 

the context back to the visceral. 

The  final  painting  in  the  series,  Grapefruit  III (66), 2009,  again  portrays 

grapefruit fragments floating within an enigmatic background. (See Fig. 18.) The color 

palettes  of  this  painting  deviates  significantly  from the  other  pieces  in  the  series  as 

oranges  and  blues  are  dominant  in  the  fragments  and  background.  This  change  was 

necessary  to  make  the  piece  more  surprising  and  to  lessen  some  of  the  specific 

anatomical references that are apparent from the shapes of the fragments; for example, 
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some of the pulp readily suggests sperm. 

The last three oil paintings of the project depict stringy visceral fragments floating 

on brightly colored spaces. (See Figs. 23, 24, and 25.) The dramatic complementary color 

Fig. 17. Angela Faustina, Untitled (65), 2009. Oil on canvas, 24” by 24”.

Fig. 18. Angela Faustina, Untitled (66), 2009. Oil on canvas, 24” by 24”.
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Fig. 19. Angela Faustina, Mango II (62), 2009. Oil on canvas, 36” by 48”.

palettes of these pieces make the forms more surprising than some of the previous paint-

ings  because  they  more  definitively  suggest  neurons,  sexual  anatomy,  and  the 

gastrointestinal tract, respectively. The long, thin pieces of fruit in Mango II (62), 2009, 

are reinforced by the verticality of the canvas. (See Fig. 19.) Like all the paintings with 

complementary color palettes in this body of work, the tension between foreground and 

background in Mango II (62) animates the composition and serves to highlight the fruit 

pulp. 

The final two oil paintings are the largest in the collection. (See Figs. 20 and 21.) 

They also contain the least fruit pulp and so appear less cluttered compositionally. In Or-

ange (64),  2009, the elongated fragments curve and change direction gracefully. (Fig. 

20.) Although pieces of orange overlap in the lower part of the canvas, the composition as 

a whole feels detached and removed. These feelings are intensified in Mango III (65). 
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(See Fig. 21.) This piece is the only painting in this body of work whose fruit fragments 

do not overlap and so are completely isolated from one another. The increased removal of 

Fig. 20. Angela Faustina, Orange (64), 2009. Oil on canvas, 60” by 66”.

Fig. 21. Angela Faustina, Mango III (65), 2009. Oil on canvas, 60” by 66”.
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fruit  from  these  compositions  is  reminiscent  of  a  biologist’s  dissecting  plate.  The 

canvases themselves appear more square than rectangular, which again implies scientific 

connotations like microscope slides.
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Works on Vinyl

Yellow Tomato (33), an acrylic and oil painting on vinyl was the first piece created 

for this thesis. (See Fig. 22.) The paint is heavily applied and creates a shallow cavity. To 

avoid  immediate  vaginal  connotations,  I  chose  to  make  the  analogous  color  palettes 

include unexpectedly bright reds, oranges, and yellows as well as applying some unusual 

textures  to  the  outer  areas  of  the  painting.  Those  textured  areas  appear  to  hang 

motionless. As the space recedes further into the depths of the cavity, movement is more 

apparent due to looser brushwork. Technically, I feel this piece was approached more as a 

canvas  painting rather  than  a  painting on vinyl  due to  the limited use of  the  vinyl’s 

transparency.

Lime (36) is a large, shallowly cavernous painting. (See Fig. 23.) The more liberal 

use of medium and broader brush strokes make for a more successful transition from 

canvas to vinyl; however, I feel I have not achieved as much depth and richness of color 

as I have in previous paintings. The analogous color palettes consists primarily of greens 

and light yellows.  The overall composition appears static perhaps because of the graphic 

qualities in the shadows. However, the upper-left portion of the piece appears to contain 

the possibility of movement because of the more successfully integrated paint handling, a 

result of liberal use of heavy medium on the transparent vinyl. Overall, the work is rather 

quiet, sensual, and contained yet enigmatic. Thin pieces of fruit in the foreground appear 

delicate, mirroring some of the weaker pieces of fruit and flower in Balthasar van der 

Ast's vanitas painting Still Life with Fruit and Flowers. (See Fig. 3.)
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Fig. 22. Angela Faustina, Yellow Tomato (33), 2008. Acrylic and oil on vinyl, 60” by 54”.

Fig. 23 Angela Faustina, Lime (36), 2008. Acrylic and oil on vinyl, 72” by 54”.
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Fig. 24. Angela Faustina, Pomegranate I (56), 2009. Watercolored copper etching on paper, 18” 
by 15”. 

Prints

Although not visually similar, the two series of watercolored copper etchings are 

successful interpretations of my paintings through the printmaking process. By etching 

only the delicate outline of significant portions of the image and leaving the rest blank, 

the highlighted, presumably weightless images are set in cryptic emptiness. The colors 

and shapes used are again reminiscent of viscera but the pieces’ high levels of detail and 

precision  lend  themselves  to  more  specifically  scientific  connotations,  specifically 

reminiscent of organisms on petri dish or microscope slide.

The first series of prints contains delicate spherical fragments floating within the 

picture plane. (See Figs. 24 and 25.) The first in the series, Pomegranate I (56), is painted 

more opaquely which occasionally distracts from the delicate etching underneath. Despite 

that potential distraction, the color palettes of dark reds, browns, and purples is evocative 
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Fig. 25. Angela Faustina, Pomegranate II (57), 2009. Watercolored copper etching on paper, 18” 
by 15”.

of old or dying blood cells. The stark whiteness of the underlying paper gives the print a 

distinctly  sterile,  scientific  feeling.  Pomegranate  II  (57) evokes  similar  reactions  but 

because of the brighter pinks and reds of the palettes, the piece looks more lively and 

vibrant.  The colored fragments in  each print  are  self-contained.  The second series  of 

prints, on the other hand, appear to be more dynamic and fluid. (See Fig. 25.) The lighter 

pinks and oranges help make the long, thin fragments look as though they are squirming 

throughout (and perhaps trying to break free of) the space, which further breaks away 

from traditionally motionless vanitas paintings. The final watercolored copper etchings in 

this body of work are very similar in all but scale to the prints previously discussed. In 

both  Pomegranate  III  (66) and  Grapefruit  II  (67), the size  of  the  fruit  fragments  is 

increased and thus appear to be magnified. (See Figs. 26 and 27.) 
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Fig. 26. Angela Faustina, Grapefruit I (59), 2009. Watercolored copper etching on paper, 15” by 
18”.

Fig. 27. Angela Faustina, Pomegranate III (66), 2009. Watercolor copper etching on paper, 
15” by 18”.
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Fig. 28. Angela Faustina, Grapefruit II (67), 2009. Watercolor copper etching on paper, 18” by 
15”.
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Conclusion

This body of work is  a contemporary reinterpretation of the conventional six-

teenth century vanitas still life painting. The concept was transformed from melancholy 

images heavily loaded with symbolic memento mori objects to cropped, close-up images 

of fragments of fruit pulp in complementary color palettes that, in many ways, more ex-

plicitly  relate  to  the  human  body than  traditional  vanitas paintings.  The  relationship 

between the images and the transience of the body is achieved through organic forms, 

physical scale, and the removal of portions of the image to heighten the sense of viscera 

and its  inherent  ephemerality.  From an art  historical  perspective,  the thesis  obviously 

draws from artists who work with vanitas and still life painting from the seventeenth to 

twentieth  centuries  but  also reflects  upon organic  paintings  and photographs  of  fruit, 

flowers, produce, and the visceral from the 1920s to present day. Combining concept and 

formal qualities from these two different art historical precedents allows me to modernize 

the style of  vanitas paintings and connect them to contemporary society by referencing 

current scientific practices.
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